In end to end speech recognition, the linguistic knowledge such as pronunciation 1exicon is not essential. And therefore, the performance of the ASR systems based on CTC is weaker than that of the baseline, aiming at this problem, a strategy combining the existing linguistic knowledge and the acoustic modeling based on CTC is proposed and the triphone is taken as the basic units in acoustic modeling, Thus the sparse problem of the modeling unit is effectively solved and the discrimination and robustness of the CTC model are improved substantially.
INTRODUCTION MIXED NEURAL NETWORK OF DBNN-BLSTM Long Short-Term Memory.
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) neural network is a special case in the recurrent neural network (RNN). The basic idea of its nature to maintain the backpropagation error in a certain range of. LSTM is to use different types of doors to control the information flow of the neural network. LSTM neurons to preserve the information in the same way [4] . It can be stored for a long time. Through a variety of gate structures, LSTM can handle the information flow autonomously. A complete LSTM memory unit can be described by the following recursive formula:
gates, oblivion gates, neuron activation, output gates; W represents the weight of different gates; b is the corresponding bias matrix [5] .
Bi-Directional Long Short-Term Memory.
Because of its structural characteristics, RNN can only handle current voice information, and cannot make use of historical information. However, in the process of speech recognition, the past historical context is also very important for the recognition accuracy. In order to solve this problem, the two-way BRNN uses two independent hidden layers to handle the data in the two directions, then feed forward to the same output layer, and the feedback path can be described by the following formula:
The flow direction of the two hidden layers is opposite when the input sequence information is forward. When all input sequences are completed, the output layer is updated. At the same time, the reverse output layer transfers the feedback information in the two opposite directions [6] .
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SPEECH RECOGNITION MODEL BASED ON CONNECTIONIST TEMPORAL CLASSIFICATION (CTC)
The speech recognition process is shown in Fig 1. First, the input training speech signal is preprocessed and feature extracted through neural network. At the same time, the acoustic model is established through training. The relationship between words or sentences is learned through language training, a language model is established, and the language model is used to estimate the input sequence of the test speech signal [7] . The possibility of the column is finally done by decoding the optimal results after the matching of the language model and the preprocessed and feature extracted test signals.
In Figure 1 , the acoustic model is a BLSTM trained by the CTC algorithm, using the traditional 25ms frame length and 10ms frame shift to extract features and decoding it using the Vitby algorithm. First, the syntax-based language model is used to design, and it is successfully used to identify several thousands of concepts in the syntax state. The domain constraint task, the word recognition rate exceeds the 90%. Preprocessing Subsystem to achieve the primary level standard detection and speech detection by independent training [8] . The standardization is carried out in batch. Then the speech detection is carried out by the training mode similar to the acoustic model. Finally, the speech, nonsound and silent segments are identified. Test, use a new language model to complete the process of LVCSR. This language model combines three different language models, words, words, and grammar. Finally, the machine learning method is used to insert the model linearly and determine its interpolation weight, so as to minimize the complexity of the validation set. A method to find the best weight of the interpolation process by a method that minimizes the complexity of the final model on the development set is found by a method of minimizing the complexity of the final model on the development set [9] . The 40K word dictionary complexity is 376, and then they are used to annotate and eliminate the core training text and test sets. After using the new data retraining model, the complexity of the core test set is 246.
FIG. 1. The process of Speech recognition
EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS
The data set used in the experiment is the TIMIT data set of the English standard continuous speech recognition library [10] . All the data sets are divided into two sets: training set and test set. 90% of them are used for training and 10% for testing. Using MFCC to normalize speech features and use 36 target class tags. (36 phonemes). The DBNN is set to 7 layers, each layer of 1024 neurons, the DBNN training 75 cycles, the learning rate is set to 0.005, the momentum is set to 0.9. BLSTM-CTC initialization weights between 0.1 and 0.1 uniform random changes, its structure of 39 Input (speech feature) and about 113000 neurons [11] . As can be seen from Table 1 , the highest accuracy of word recognition is achieved by the BLSTM-CTC acoustic model trained on the corpus (120h), up to 65%. and BLSTM-CTC is only trained on the 12h corpus, and the rate of word recognition declines 8%. DBNN BLSTM in 12h The training results on the data base are 62% [12] , and the recognition rate of BLSTM-CTC is 5% higher than that of the same time. Thus, the BLSTM-CTC is more capable of modeling the complex data than DBNN-BLSTM and is more advantageous in the continuous speech recognition of large vocabulary.
SUMMARY
The performance of the BLSTM-CTC model is obviously improved compared with the BLSTM neural network, but the work efficiency will be reduced because of the long training time of the large training set. The research on the speech recognition based on the CTC speech recognition model is still faced with many problems, such as the division of the acoustic model and the RUU. In the future, more research will be done on how to enhance the robustness of acoustic models [13] .
